
work work tropical glaciers

being put to work
being the inputs
delivering the outputs

feel the impulse
detach the judgment
ship the goods
how good? no time to worry about that just now. next shipment needs to be prepared

we move for “opportunities”
we move for money
on the spot and across the country
dance here please
now
with passion
speed
inspiration

complete this task
there will be another
there is no end
the boulder will be at the bottom of the hill for you to push back up tomorrow. a good life
practise, a bad capitalist reality.

you think you're classless, you can work from home, work it out, working class man

it happens on our own shores, water theft, wage theft, life and potential and choice and
the tragedy of the commons. we have time. share time. leverage time. are bound to find
that we’re too busy for the sublime. 

sometimes you treat yourself by buying a nice thing
sometimes you treat yourself by avoiding submitting to the labour that would have earned
you the money to buy the nice thing
mostly though, it’s not negotiable, you have no choice. work is the default.

and after the work we need water
and before the work we needed water
and during the work we need water

and the water will do it’s own work and ours
it will climb the tree trunks that our fruit may fruit



a water fast is a different type of work
an abstinence from all things that are not water
we need it
it escapes us
we are leaky in many ways
drink too much water and you will dilute your salts and electrolytes. 
you can drown yourself by drinking too much

water is the vector

in large amounts it is none-negotiable. there is no trade deal with the ocean that we may
pollute it less and it will drown less of us in return…

when water bodies collide. when duties overlap. when duristrictions cross-contaminate
and stalemate occurs instead of mixing. the fix might be to work more like water.
powerful. free. captured. leveraged. traded. commodified. lusted after. feared. exotisized.
default.


